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This paper reports on the thermally-driven and non-thermal plasma-driven reaction of IsoPropyl Alcohol
(IPA) on ceria (CeO2) with the aim to investigate the diﬀerences between plasma catalytic interactions
and the analogous thermal reactions. Both were studied by in situ infrared spectroscopy: using diﬀuse
reflectance for the thermal reaction and reflectance infrared for the plasma. For the thermal reaction,
the activity towards the formation of acetone and acetaldehyde and, at higher temperatures, CO2 was
dependent upon the coverage of surface carbonates and bicarbonates, suggesting at least some of
these species blocked the relevant active sites. However, for the first time, methane and cold CO was
observed and this was interpreted in terms of a roaming mechanism taking place at the surface via a loose
transition state. By contrast, the plasma-driven process was not inhibited by adsorbed carbonaceous
species producing acetone followed by isophorone and a polymethylacetylene-like polymer. Comparisons
are made between the equivalent thermal and plasma reactions of isopropyl alcohol on Macor and tin oxide
surfaces. On Macor the plasma produced similar products whereas on tin oxide there was no reaction. This

1. Introduction

suggests that the selection of catalysts for plasma processing cannot necessarily be determined from the
equivalent thermal process.

Non-Thermal Plasma (NTP) coupled with catalysis has the
potential to transform chemical processes, from treating airborne volatile organic compounds, through direct and indirect
(ozone) water treatment to producing value-added chemicals in
wholly new ways without the reliance on thermal activation and
hence high temperatures.1–4 However, whilst there are nonthermal plasma industrial-scale processes (e.g. electrostatic
precipitation for industrial separation and gas cleaning dates
back to 19075), there are no commercial systems that rely upon
plasma catalysis. It is likely that the slow penetration of plasma
catalysis into industrial processing is due to the lack of molecular information on intermediates, and especially adsorbed
intermediates and their distribution and behavior during
a
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plasma reactions:1 thus, the US Plasma 2010 Committee
report6 concluded that the interactions of plasmas with solid
surfaces is one of the six critical challenges that define the
plasma research frontier.
The study of non-thermal plasma catalysis using techniques
capable of providing molecular information on the species
present in the plasma glow and at the plasma/catalyst interface
is still in the relatively early stages, see ref. 7–10 and references
therein.
In our view, plasma catalysis is at a similar stage of development as electrochemistry in the early 1980s when in situ infrared spectroscopy was being employed to study the electrode/
electrolyte interface in a meaningful way for the first time.11
Hence, there are a number of studies on the downstream
analysis of the exhaust from NTPs, see for example,12 but actual
studies of the plasma glow with IR spectroscopy7–10,13 or of the
catalyst surface in contact with a plasma is only a recent
phenomenon.14–19 The quality of the information that can be
obtained from in situ FTIR is exemplified by the work of Li and
co-workers on the deposition of Si from hexamethyldisiloxane
plasma,15 Rivallan and colleagues on the conversion of IPA
at Al2O3,14 Stere et al.18 on the hydrocarbon assisted – NOx
removal from simulated diesel fuel over silver-based catalysts,

Rodrigues et al.17 on the conversion of IPA at Al2O3, CeO2 and
TiO2 and Jia and Rousseau on the plasma-assisted reaction of
acetone and IPA at CeO2.19 These studies employed the diffuse
reflectance approach,17,18 transmission through the catalyst as
a wafer14,19 or transmission of the IR beam through the plasma
glow above the solid surface.13,15 Rivallan and co-workers16
employed step-scan FTIR spectroscopy to study the gas phase
reduction of CO2 in a tube reactor: however, they saw no
reaction products or intermediates (in contrast to our steadystate studies7), although they did achieve a time resolution of
around 400 ms.
Another factor inhibiting the full realisation of the potential
of plasma catalysis is the lack of plasma specific catalysts:
again, this can be traced to the lack of analytical, and particularly molecular information on the chemistry taking place at
the plasma–catalyst interface. As a result, there is no theoretical
framework on which to base catalyst selection: this often simply
reflects those materials active in the analogous thermally-driven
processes which, in turn, inhibits the opportunities to discover
wholly new chemistries.
Our work has shown that (1) wholly novel chemistry can take
place in a non-thermal plasma, and (2) that catalyst selection
based on materials active for thermally-driven processes is not
necessarily valid. Thus in previous papers we have reported the
wholly unexpected activity of Macor,9,10 a ceramic containing
oxides of Al, Mg and Si, with respect to the chemical conversion
of both IsoPropyl Alcohol (IPA) in N2 and CO2 + CH4 in N2. With
respect to the former,10 IPA did not react at Macor in the
thermally-driven process, but underwent a number of processes
in the non-thermal plasma, some of which were wholly unexpected and hitherto not previously observed. Thus the reaction of IPA in nitrogen at short timescales produced methane,
HCN, acetone and rotationally de-activated, or ‘‘cold’’, CO at
ca. 115 K. The CO, methane and HCN rapidly established steady
state concentrations and appeared to be produced by entirely
gas-phase processes: at longer times, isophorone and a
‘‘polymethylacetylene-like’’ polymer were formed as a brown
oil. Replacing nitrogen with argon completely inhibited or
negated the production of the oil, had no eﬀect upon the processes taking place in the plasma remote from the Macor and
instead resulted in the production of acetylene. In the dry
reforming study on CO2 + CH4 in N2,9 CO, HCN and formaldehyde were produced and rapidly attained steady-state conditions.
In addition, the chain oxides C5O2 and ketene were observed (the
first time such species have been seen in the dry reforming of
methane) and a liquid film was produced comprising multiple
components, one of which was acetamide.9 The data were
interpreted in terms of catalysis by the Macor dielectric and a
wholly novel, multizone model in which the liquid film plays a
direct and important role. The latter work is of relevance to the
study of prebiotic life, e.g. through understanding the formation
and chemistry of the carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen-containing
thiolins believed to be responsible for Titan’s atmosphere.19–21
As with the IPA system, no reaction was observed in the
analogous thermally-driven system, and our work on these
two chemical systems clearly supports the contention that

thermal and plasma processes demand different, tailor-made
catalysts identified using in-depth investigations of mechanism
(and kinetics).
In addition to the above studies, we have also investigated
the thermal and plasma-driven conversion of IPA at SnO2:8 in
contrast to the studies on Macor, we observed no reaction in
the plasma, but significant chemistry in the thermally-driven
system, again supporting the need for a model framework for
catalyst selection in plasma catalysis. Notably, the application
of in situ FTIR spectroscopy allowed the complete elucidation of
the mechanism of the oxidation of the IPA at SnO2 including
the role of electron injection into the oxide.
Ceria catalyzes the (thermal) oxidation of IPA to acetone at
acid and base sites and dehydration to propene at adjacent acid
acid sites,22,23 hence it was decided to investigate if and to what
extent the chemistry observed in the thermally driven process
was modified in non-thermal plasma. The paper first describes the
separate non-thermal plasma experimental set-up and then the
thermal system, both with FTIR reflectance measurements.
The results of the thermal IPA on ceria experiments are first
presented and discussed in order to understand the surface
FTIR spectra in the absence of plasma. This is then followed by
the non-thermal plasma experiments of IPA on ceria and the
diﬀerences identified between the two.

2. Experimental
2.1

The non-thermal plasma infrared system

The non-thermal plasma IR reflectance cell is shown in Fig. S1
(ESI†): the IR beam from a an Agilent FTS7000 FTIR spectrometer with a Deuterated Tri-Glycine Sulfate (DTGS) detector
passed through a 2 mm thick CaF2 plate window and a 5 mm gap
before being incident on the surface of a 3 cm  3 cm  0.5 cm
Macor plate covered by a Ti mesh (50% open area) electrode at
an angle of 241. CeO2 was deposited on the Macor and Ti mesh
as described below. The other electrode was a 2.3 cm  2.2 cm 
0.07 mm stainless steel shim mounted on a 0.1 cm thick
alumina plate behind the Macor. The electrodes were connected to a NeonPro lamp transformer, NP100000-30 (Hyrite,
China) which provided an output up to 10 kV at a constant
frequency of 24 kHz. A voltage controller (Carroll & Meynell)
was used to control the input power to the HV transformers.
The input power to the plasma was monitored using a N67FU
Gadget 13A Power Meter (Maplin, UK); the input powers quoted
below were those obtained by subtracting the input power
observed with plasma to the reading obtained with the system
switched on but with no plasma initiated (4 W). Input powers in
the range 16 to 24 W were used here. The plasma volume was
2.0 cm3 and the residence time at a flow rate of 30 cm3 min 1
was 4.0 s.
CeO2 was deposited on the Ti mesh and Macor plate as
follows: 100 mg of catalyst was added to 10 cm3 ethanol and the
solution stirred for 4 hours to produce a thick suspension. The
suspension was then dropped evenly across the Macor/Ti mesh
using a Pasteur pipette followed by drying in an oven in air at

60 1C for 1 hour. The mass of CeO2 was 80 mg. The experiments
all included repeats which were reproducible.
The IPA was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (99.5%) and used
without further purification. Isopropyl alcohol vapour was delivered
to the chamber of the plasma reflectance cell by bubbling
nitrogen gas through the alcohol held in a Dreschel bottle.
The cell was first flushed with N2 at a flowrate of 30 cm3 min 1
for 120 minutes; when the system was stable, a background
spectrum was collected. N2 was then bubbled through the IPA
and admitted to the cell at a total flow rate of 30 cm3 min 1.
From the Antoine equation:
log10 P = A

B/(C + T)

(1)

where P is the vapour pressure, T is temperature and A, B, C are
constants for a specific chemical species, the partial pressure of
IPA at 296 K was determined to be around 0.05 bar using the
constants A = 4.8610, B = 1357.427 and C = 75.81424 so that the
concentration in N2 at 1 bar was around 5%. A reference spectrum
(SR, 100 co-added and averaged scans at 4 cm 1 resolution,
100 seconds per scan set) was collected in the absence of
plasma. Sample spectra, SS, were then taken as a function of
time after the high voltage power supply was switched on, and
at regular intervals thereafter up to 20 minutes. The spectra are
presented as:
Absorbance = log10(SR/SS)

(2)

This results in diﬀerence spectra in which peaks pointing
upwards (i.e. to +absorbance) represent a gain in absorbing
species at SS with respect to SR, and peaks pointing down
(to –absorbance) represent the loss of absorbing species. In
order to remove unchanging absorptions, spectra were subtracted with subtraction factors employed as necessary.
2.2

The thermal FTIR system

In situ FTIR experiments were carried out using a Varian 670-IR
spectrometer equipped with a ceramic air-cooled infrared
source, a cooled DLaTGS detector and a Specac Environmental
Chamber and diﬀuse reflectance unit.7–10 The Specac reflectance
accessory allows IR spectra to be collected under controlled
atmosphere conditions from room temperature to 600 1C and
pressures from vacuum to 34 atm. The IR beam was incident on
the sample in the cell at angles from 201 to 761 with respect to
the horizontal plane via a ZnSe window.
Spectra were recorded in reflectance mode: thus a reference
spectrum (SR, 100 co-added scans and averaged scans at 4 cm 1
resolution, ca. 2 minutes per scanset) was collected from a pure
KBr sample at 25 1C. The KBr was then replaced with 20 mg
CeO2 + 80 mg KBr or 100 mg CeO2 and a second reference
spectrum (SR, 100 co-added and averaged scans at 4 cm 1
resolution, ca. 2 minutes per scanset) taken under the same
conditions. The chamber was then isolated from the gas flow
and a sample spectrum Ss (SS, 100 co-added and averaged scans
at 4 cm 1 resolution, ca. 2 minutes per scanset) collected at
25 1C. The temperature of the sample was then increased at
5 1C min 1 and a further sample spectrum collected at 50 1C,

after which spectra SS were collected every 50 1C up to 600 1C.
The spectra were manipulated as:
Reflectance RT = (SS/SR)

(3)

This method was chosen rather than the Kubelka–Munk
manipulation as it was found that the latter gave erroneous
results with some samples, in agreement with the literature.25
Spectra produced according to the manipulation shown in
eqn (3) have bands pointing up (RT 4 1) due to the loss of
absorbing species in SS with respect to SR, and peaks pointing
down (to RT o 1) due to the gain of absorbing species. This is of
course the opposite of that described above for the absorbance
difference spectra. In order to remove unchanging absorptions,
spectra were subtracted from each other with appropriate subtraction factors as specified.
It is well-known that CeO2 adsorbs CO2 from the air to
form adsorbed carbonates and bicarbonate, and hence it was
decided to investigate the eﬀect of pre-heating CeO2 on the
presence of such adsorbed species and hence the conversion of
IPA. Further, as DRIFTS spectroscopy generally requires the
dilution of the sample with an inert diluent, in this case KBr,
it was also decided to check that this material was actually inert
by studying pure CeO2. Thus, four samples of CeO2 from the
same batch were employed: for three of the samples, 20 mg of
sample was mixed with 80 mg of spectroscopic grade KBr
(Sigma-Aldrich) and FTIR spectra collected as described below
in a pure N2 atmosphere: this sample is referred to as A. Sample
B was also mixed with KBr as for sample A and spectra collected
in a ca. 5% IPA/N2 atmosphere (sample B1), the experiment was
then repeated using the same sample, now designated as B2,
on the following day. Sample C was employed as follows: the
sample was heated in flowing N2 at a rate of 5 1C per minute up
to 600 1C and held at this temperature for 2 hours before being
allowed to cool in flowing nitrogen for 3 days. The sample was
then heated in N2 + IPA and spectra collected as described
below (sample C1). The reflectance accessory was then flushed
with nitrogen and the sample left under flowing nitrogen
overnight. The previous day’s experiment was then repeated
using N2 + IPA (sample C2). The experiment utilising sample D
was an exact repeat of that using sample C except pure CeO2
was employed. Table 1 summarizes the composition of the
various samples and the experimental parameters employed.
The heating and extended periods under flowing N2 were
intended to remove as much of the adsorbed carbonaceous
species as possible.
For clarity, only the spectra from samples A, B1 and D2 are
presented below as they exemplify the trends generally observed.
The experiments spanned 12 months and, as can be seen, the
various trends observed were reproducible.
2.3

The thermogravimetric analysis system

The TGA analyses were carried out in an atmosphere of flowing
(40 cm3 min 1) oxygen-free N2, in a Netzsch STA 449C TG-DSC
(ThermoGravimetry-Diﬀerential Scanning Calorimetry, or TG-DSC)
system, connected to a Netzsch Aeolos 403C Quadrupole Mass
Spectrometer (QMS; m/z range 10–300). 55.5 mg of the CeO2 was

Table 1

The samples and experimental conditions employed in the thermal FTIR experiments

Exp. Sample Comp.a Pretreatment
1
2
3
4

A
B1
B2
C1

M
M
M
M

5
6

C2
D1

M
P

7

D2

P

a

Atmosphere Comments

None
N2
None
N2
None
N2
Heated in flowing N2 to 600 1C, held at this temperature for N2
2 hours then held in flowing N2 for 3 days
None
N2
Heated in flowing N2 to 600 1C, held at this temperature for N2
2 hours then held in flowing N2 for 3 days
None
N2

+ IPA
+ IPA
+ IPA

After experiment, sample left overnight in N2
Repeat of exp. 2 using the same sample
After experiment, left overnight in flowing N2

+ IPA
+ IPA

Repeat of exp. 4 using the same sample
After experiment, left overnight in flowing N2

+ IPA

Repeat of exp. 6 using the same sample

M = 20 mg CeO2 + 80 mg KBr, P = pure CeO2.

placed in an alumina crucible. A heating rate of 5 1C min 1 was
used from 25–600 1C, held at 600 1C for 10 minutes then cooled
at 5 1C min 1 to room temperature. Run 1 was carried out on
day 1 and the sample left in air overnight. Run 2 was carried out
on day 2 and the sample left in flowing nitrogen overnight and
run 3 carried out the following day.
2.4

Modelling the CO infrared absorption at 600 8C

Line positions and temperature-dependent linestrengths were
taken from the atmospheric data base HITRAN 2008.26 It was
assumed that 12CO was diluted in air at 1 atm pressure. A spectral
resolution of 8 cm 1 was used corresponding to the FTIR instrument resolution. This is larger than the air-broadened linewidths at atmospheric pressure. A Voigt line shape was used
which is a convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian for Doppler
and pressure broadening. The pathlength was 1 cm with a
volume mixing ratio of 0.1. The software package Spectralcalc
was employed.27

3. Results and discussion
3.1

The thermal experiments

3.1.1 Ceria in a nitrogen flow (sample A) from 25 8C to
600 8C. In order to establish the identity of the surface species
before IPA was added, thermal ramps in nitrogen were first
analysed. Fig. 1(a) shows the spectrum collected at 25 1C during
an experiment in which the temperature of sample A was
ramped from 25 1C to 600 1C and spectra collected at regular
intervals (referenced to pure KBr) in a static N2 atmosphere,
and Fig. 1(b) shows all the spectra from the experiment. As
can be seen from the figures, the spectra are dominated by
strong absorptions due to hydrogen-bonded Ce–OH groups
(2250–4000 cm 1)22 and various forms of adsorbed carbonate
(900–1750 cm 1).23,28–30 In addition, the sharp feature at
3690 cm 1 in Fig. 1(a) may be attributed to isolated OH22 i.e.
Ce–OH groups not hydrogen bonded. The band at 2340 cm 1 in
Fig. 1(a) and (b) may be attributed to the Su+ asymmetric stretch
mode of physisorbed CO2:31,32 interestingly, the band was
present even up to 600 1C, see Fig. 1(b). This was unexpected,
and may indicate that the CO2 was present in interstitial voids
in the CeO2.33 Fig. 1(c) compares the spectra collected at 25 1C
and 200 1C in Fig. 1(b) over the spectral region in which the

physisorbed CO2 occurs: both spectra were offset to RT = 1 at
2150 cm 1, and the spectrum collected at 25 1C enhanced by a
factor of 1.3 to facilitate comparison. The asymmetric shape of
the bands suggests the CO2 is physisorbed on a number of
different sites:34 the band maxima of the two features were the
same and, as expected, the band at 200 1C was broader than
that at 25 1C suggesting some rotational excitation. The small
changes in band shape on heating may suggest some redistribution among surface sites.
The adsorption of CO2 on CeO2 has been well-studied, and a
summary of the assignments of various features observed in
the IR studies is presented in Table 2.23,28–30 In terms of the
temperature at which the various forms of carbonate desorb or
convert, Slostowski et al.34 divides the adsorbates into weakly
adsorbed (hydrogen carbonate and bridged) which can be
removed at room temperature by flowing nitrogen over the
sample and strongly adsorbed (bidentate, monodentate and
polydentate) which require a temperature of up to 500 1C to
remove them from the surface. Yoshikawa and co-workers35
present a somewhat detailed and different picture: with a temperature of 200 1C required for desorption of bicarbonate,
300 1C for monodentate and bidentate carbonate and 450 1C
for the polydentate form. Intuitively, however, it may be expected
that those forms of carbonate with multiple metal–oxygen
bonds (e.g. bridged, bidentate and polydentate) would be more
strongly bonded to the surface than monodentate carbonate
and bicarbonate.
Fig. S2(a) (ESI†) shows the change in mass during a TGA
experiment in which a sample of CeO2 was heated in N2 to
600 1C, allowed to cool and the change in its mass recorded as a
function of temperature. This was repeated a further two times.
Fig. S2(b) (ESI†) shows the m/z = 18, 32 and 44 responses
recorded during the first heating of the sample along with
the change in mass (note scaling factors). As can be seen from
the figures, the sample loses mass over the full temperature
range, but most particularly between 25 and 150 1C and 300
and 400 1C; there is a steady evolution of O2 over the full range,
and of water up to ca. 400 1C.
CO2 is evolved in two distinct regions, 75–150 1C and
300–400 1C, the latter in broad agreement with the postulated
existence of adsorbed carbonaceous species having various
thermal stabilities.34,35 Fig. S2(c) (ESI†) shows the mass change
and the m/z = 18, 32 and 44 responses recorded during the

Table 2 Assignments of the various carbonaceous species from the
adsorption of CO2 on CeO2

Adsorbed species

Bicarbonate

30

23

1600 I
1398 3617
1215 1599
1413
1218
1025
823

29

II
1670–1695
3617
1310–1338
1613
650–970
1391 1404
1218 1217
1045
823

1504
1465
1353 1351

1507
1454
1348
1062
854

Monodentate

1736

1728
1396
1219
1132

1651
1242
1135

Bridged

28

1580 1567
1292 1289
1014
856

1570
1287
1011
856

1562
1286
1028
854

Bidentate

—
—
Polydentate

Fig. 1 Spectra (4 cm 1 resolution, 100 co-added and averaged scans,
120 s per scanset) collected as a function of temperature during an experiment in which the temperature of sample A, 20 mg CeO2 + 80 mg KBr, was
ramped from 25 1C to 600 1C in a static N2 atmosphere: the spectrum
collected at 25 1C using KBr in the same atmosphere was employed as the
reference. (a) The spectrum taken at 25 1C, (b) all the spectra collected
during the experiment and (c) the spectra taken at (i) 25 1C and (ii) 200 1C
showing the CO2 asymmetric stretch region: the latter spectrum was moved
up 0.004 to aid comparison.

second heating of the sample (run 2) in Fig. S2(a) (ESI†): the
responses are very similar to those observed during run 1,
suggesting that, on being stored overnight in air, CO2 and
water re-adsorbed onto the sample surface. Fig. S2(d) (ESI†)
shows the mass change and the m/z = 18, 32 and 44 responses
recorded during run 3: as may be seen from the figure, whilst
there is no evolution of O2 or CO2, dehydration and/or
dehydroxylation of the sample still took place,36 although with
about 60% the amount of evolved H2O. This is associated with a

1462 1476
1353 1367
1066
854

very small mass loss of 0.05% compared with 0.15% for the
previous two runs.
Fig. 2(a–d) show the spectra in Fig. 1(b) presented as difference
spectra reflecting, in broad terms, the temperature ranges identified in the TGA experiment: thus Fig. 2(a) shows the spectrum
collected at 25 1C subtracted from those taken at 50 and 100 1C,
Fig. 2(b) the spectrum taken at 100 1C subtracted from those up to
250 1C, Fig. 2(c) the spectrum collected at 250 1C subtracted from
the 350 and 400 1C spectra and Fig. 2(d) the spectrum taken at
400 1C subtracted from those collected up to 600 1C.
From Fig. 2(a–d) it can be seen that there is a broad loss
extending from ca. 2250 to 3750 cm 1 accompanied by a band
at ca. 1642 cm 1: by analogy to SnO2,36 this may be attributed to
the loss of hydrogen-bonded Ce–OH groups via the dehydration
and possibly dehydroxylation of the CeO2. There are also the
loss and gain of sharp features above 3500 cm 1 due to the
redistribution/loss of isolated Ce–OH groups.28

Fig. 2 The spectra in Fig. 1(a) obtained using sample A: (a) the spectrum
taken at 25 1C subtracted from those collected at 50 and 100 1C; (b) the
spectrum taken at 100 1C subtracted from those collected up to 250 1C;
(c) the spectrum taken at 125 1C subtracted from those collected at 300,
350 and 400 1C, the spectra were moved up by 0.009, 0.025 and 0.050,
respectively and (d) the spectrum taken at 400 1C subtracted from
those collected up to 600 1C. The spectra collected at 450, 500, 550
and 600 1C were moved up by 0.030, 0.069, 0.110 and 0.155, respectively.
Species gains are negative, losses positive in these diﬀerence reflectance
spectra.

In Fig. 2(a and b) there are gain features in the region of the
S+u mode of physisorbed CO2: the absence of corresponding loss
features in the same region suggest that there is a conversion of
adsorbed carbonate/bicarbonate species to CO2 and that these
molecules are distributed across diﬀerent sites. It may also be the
case that some of the adsorbed carbonates, e.g. bicarbonates,34
are desorbing as CO2.
Due to its relatively high frequency, the 1711 cm 1 gain
feature in Fig. 2(a and b) is most likely due to bridged carbonate
(see Table 2). The peaks at 1570 and 1298 cm 1 in the same
figures (the 1298 cm 1 feature appears at 1293 cm 1 in Fig. 2(a)
due to distortion by the loss features either side) may be attributed
to bidentate carbonate:23,28–30 they are gained up to 100 1C and
then lost between 100 and 250 1C.
Over the temperature range between 300 and 400 1C, the
physisorbed CO2 band is bipolar, suggesting the transfer of
more loosely bound CO2 to sites where the CO2 is more strongly
adsorbed. At higher temperatures, there is a marked loss of
physisorbed CO2, also clear in Fig. 1(c), presumably due to
diﬀusion out of the voids and desorption into the gas phase:
the amount of CO2 involved is too low for the corresponding
gain features due to gas phase CO2 to be observed.
The gain feature at ca. 2125 cm 1 in Fig. 2(d) has been
attributed to CO adsorbed at Ce3+ sites: however, this absorption has also been observed at reduced CeO2 produced in the
absence of carbonaceous impurities etc. and has been assigned
to the 2F5/2 - 2F7/2 electronic transition of Ce3+ ions. This
transition is strictly forbidden, but becomes partially allowed
by crystal field eﬀects involving surrounding O vacancies:37 for
example, it has been postulated that two Ce3+ species are associated with an O vacancy surrounded by large interstitial
voids.33 This feature appears in the absence and presence of
IPA and in the spectra of all samples, thus we attribute it to the
electronic transition rather than to adsorbed CO.
Overall, from Fig. 2(a–d) it is clear that heating the CeO2
causes a redistribution of the surface carbonate/bicarbonate
species, with some apparently diffusing into the voids. Comparing the intensities of the various features below 1800 cm 1
in Fig. 2(a–d) to the spectra in Fig. 1(b), however, shows that the
amount of adsorbed species is small. Further, given the very
wide variation in the band assignments in Table 2, it is also
clear that assigning the various features below 1800 cm 1 in any
detail to specific forms of adsorbed carbonate or bicarbonate
could be of limited validity. Hence, in the discussion below,
Fig. 2(a and b) are employed primarily to identify bands associated only with adsorbed carbonate and, more particularly, not
associated with the reaction of IPA at the CeO2.
3.1.2 All samples: 100 8C. Fig. 3(a–d) show the spectra
collected using sample A at 100, 250, 400 and 600 1C in
Fig. 2(a–d) along with the spectra collected in analogous experiments using samples B1 and D2. Sample A is representative of
unpretreated CeO2 heated in N2, sample B1 of unpretreated
CeO2 heated in N2 and IPA, and sample D2 of CeO2 that has
been pretreated by heating several times (from the data obtained
using all samples, the KBr employed as a diluent appears to have
no effect) in N2 and IPA.

Fig. 3 The spectra in Fig. 1(a–d) collected at 100 1C, 250 1C, 400 1C and
600 1C using sample A with spectra collected in analogous experiments using
samples B1 and D2. (a) The spectra collected at 25 1C subtracted from those
taken at 100 1C, (b) 250–100 1C, (c) 400–250 1C and (d) 600–400 1C.

From the 100–25 1C spectra in Fig. 3(a) it can be seen that
there are marked differences between the spectra collected

from sample A (N2 only) and B1 (N2 + IPA) on the one hand,
and sample D2 (N2 + IPA) on the other. Thus, B1 shows the
same interchange of adsorbed carbonaceous species as sample
A, except with some reduction in intensity of these species (this
can be most clearly seen by comparing the 1300 and 1465 cm 1
gain features in the spectra of samples A and B1) whilst the
intensities of the band at 1711 cm 1 due to the formation of
bridging carbonate are approximately the same. These carbonaceous bands are absent from the spectrum of sample D2,
suggesting that the previous heat treatments had reduced or
removed the adsorbed carbonaceous materials. The previous
heat treatment of sample D2 also resulted in marked differences between the samples in the O–H absorption region: the
broad absorption between ca. 2250 and 3750 cm 1 due to the
loss of hydrogen-bonded O–H from sample B1 is comparable in
width to the analogous feature of sample A, whilst this feature
in the spectrum of sample D2 is significantly narrower, presumably to the dihydroxylation of the surface following the previous
heat treatments.
The loss of physisorbed IPA from samples B1 and D2 may be
seen by the features at 1166, 1132 and 1111 cm 1 which appear
in the spectra of liquid IPA8,10 except that in the liquid phase
spectrum the 1166 cm 1 band is less intense than the 1132 cm 1
feature. It has been reported that the adsorption of IPA at
dehydroxylated CeO2 results in isopropoxide species on the
surface and this could account for the clear diﬀerences between
the spectra of samples B1 and D2 in the C–H region.38
The multiple peaks in the region of the CO2 fundamental
absorption between 2250 and 2400 cm 1 in the spectra of
samples A and B1 suggest the gain of physisorbed CO2 on
various sites, presumably due to conversion from adsorbed
carbonate and diﬀusion into the voids. Sample D2 shows a
marked diﬀerence in that the prominent 2360 cm 1 band and
the shoulder at 2340 cm 1 may be attributed to gas phase CO2:
this is unlikely to be due to the chemical reaction of IPA at the
CeO2 as the temperature at which adsorbed IPA undergoes
decomposition has been reported to be 190 1C39 and hence is
most likely to be due to desorption of adsorbed bicarbonate.
It is clear that the features at 930, 990, 1040, 1088, 1332, 1436
and 1512 cm 1 in the spectrum of sample D2 are not observed
in the spectra of samples A and B1, suggesting they are only
produced at the dehydroxylated/decarbonated surface; however, as was stated above, actual conversion of IPA would not
be expected until temperatures ca. 190 1C,39 suggesting these
features may simply be due to additional adsorbed carbonate
species.
3.1.3 All samples: 250 8C. From Fig. 3(b) it can be seen that,
again, samples A and B1 show very similar responses over the
spectral range between 2250 and 3750 cm 1 and the CO2
absorption region. In the former region, the spectrum of sample
D2 is markedly diﬀerent clearly showing a much narrower band
due to the loss of hydrogen-bonded Ce–OH species. Again, the
presence of the prominent 2360 cm 1 CO2 band suggests the
desorption as well as re-arrangement of adsorbed carbonate at
the surface on heating. As at 100 1C, there is the gain of bridged
carbonate at 1711 cm 1 on heating samples A and B1, which is

absent from the spectrum of D2. The peak at ca. 1737 cm 1 in
the spectrum of sample D2 may be attributed to the formation
of acetone (see discussion below), in agreement with Kulkarni
and Wachs.39 The shoulder to the low frequency side of the
1737 cm 1 feature may be attributed to acetaldehyde: this
species is difficult to identify from infrared spectra, but often
appears as a shoulder on the acetone CQO band.10
3.1.4 All samples: 400 8C. Fig. 3(c) compares the spectra
collected at 400 1C with the corresponding spectra taken at
250 1C subtracted. The features at 1737 cm 1, 1363 and 1226,
1215 and 1205 cm 1 may be unambiguously attributed to the
gain of gas-phase acetone;8,10 in the gas-phase spectrum of an
authentic sample of acetone (see Fig. S4 (ESI†) in ref. 10) there
are bands at 1371, 1365 and 1355 cm 1, in Fig. 3(c), however,
these features are somewhat distorted by the loss feature near
1394 cm 1 due to IPA. The loss features at 3647, 2980, 1152,
1130 and 950 cm 1 are also due to gas-phase IPA.8,10
It can be seen in Fig. 3(c) that the 2125 cm 1 electronic band
was also present in the spectra of both samples B1 and D2, and
(as was discussed above) appearing in the spectrum of sample A
in nitrogen at 450 1C.
3.1.5 All samples: 600 8C. There are marked diﬀerences
between the spectra in Fig. 3(d). Thus, there is a gain of methane
in the spectra of samples B1 and D2, as shown by the fine
structure between 3000 and 3300 due to the P-branch and a
sharp band at 3016 cm 1 due to the Q branch of the C–H
asymmetric stretch as well as the characteristic P and R branches
of gas phase CO centred at 2143 cm 1.10 The methane appears at
temperatures 4500 1C at sample B1 and 4450 1C at D2. The
method described in Herzberg40 can be employed to calculate
the temperature of the CO in the 600 1C spectrum of sample D2
in Fig. 3(d) from the separation of the maxima of the P and R
branches of the CO band and this was found to be 147 1C: Fig. S3
(ESI†) shows the CO region of the spectra collected at temperatures 4300 1C in the experiment depicted in Fig. 3(a–d) using
sample D2 with the spectrum collected at 300 1C (where no CO is
apparent) subtracted. It is clear from Fig. 3(d) and Fig. S3 (ESI†)
that the CO produced is at a significantly lower temperature than
600 1C. Thus it appears that reaction of IPA at CeO2 at temperatures above 400 1C produced methane and cold CO, and this is
discussed further below.
Samples A and B1 both show the loss of a broad peak due to
physisorbed CO2 at 2345 cm 1 in Fig. 3(d), whilst sample D2 shows
the clear gain of gas phase CO2. Sample D2 also shows clear loss
features due to gas-phase acetone. The absence of any features due
to acetone in the spectrum of sample B1 and the strong loss
features in the spectrum of sample D2 may be explained in terms of
Fig. 4(a) which shows plots of the intensities of the acetone band at
1737 cm 1 observed during the experiments employing samples
B1, C2, D1 and D2 as a function of temperature between 200 and
600 1C. In each case, the spectra collected at 200 1C (immediately
prior to the onset of acetone formation) were subtracted from those
taken at the higher temperatures. From the figure it can be seen
that the intensities of the acetone band are approximately equal at
400 1C and 600 1C, with the result that when the former was
subtracted from the latter, as in Fig. 3(d), the peak was annulled.

Fig. 4 Plots of the reflectances at the peak maxima of the various features
from the analogous experiments to that shown in Fig. 1(b) using samples
B1, C2, D1 and D2 as a function of temperature between 250 and 600 1C.
In each case, the spectra collected at 200 1C were subtracted from those
at higher temperature. (a) 1737 cm 1 band of acetone, (b) the 2363 cm 1
gas phase CO2 feature, (c) the 2177 cm 1 band of gas phase CO and (d) the
2125 cm 1 band.

As would be expected, no acetone was observed in the
absence of IPA. From Fig. 4(a) it can be seen that, in all cases,

the formation of acetone rises to a maximum around
400–450 1C before declining. The presence of the maximum
may reflect further oxidation of the acetone to CO2 and/or the
complete consumption of the reactant IPA: this is discussed
further below. The temperature at which the formation of
acetone commences clearly requires active sites to be freed up
by pre-heating, as it decreases in the order D2 o C2 o D1 o B1.
The temperature of the maximum also appears to reflect this.
As would be expected, more acetone is produced from the pure
CeO2 than the mixture with KBr.
The same spectra employed to obtain the plots in Fig. 3(b–d)
below were used to obtain the plots in Fig. 4(b–d).
Fig. 4(b) shows analogous plots for the gas phase CO2 band
at 2362 cm 1. CO2 is not apparent in the spectra of samples A,
B1 or D1, only in the highly pretreated samples C2 and D2,
suggesting that at active sites on the CeO2 must be freed from
adsorbed carbonate for CO2 to be produced. The onset for CO2
formation at the pure CeO2 sample was 100 1C lower than at the
CeO2 + KBr, although the intensities of the 2362 cm 1 features
at 600 1C were the same.
Fig. 4(c) shows plots of the 2177 cm 1 gas phase CO feature
as a function of temperature for samples B1, C2, D1 and D2. As
with acetone, no gas phase CO was produced in the absence of
IPA. Again, from the plots, it can be seen that increasing heat
treatment resulted in increased production of CO and a
decrease in the onset temperature. The production of cold CO
by heating IPA at CeO2 has not, to our knowledge, been
reported previously and may be evidence of a roaming dissociation mechanism: the latter was first proposed by van Zee et al.41
in a paper reporting a study of the photolysis of formaldehyde
to CO and H2. The key finding was that the conventional
mechanism via a tight transition state produced rotationally
hot CO whilst proceeding via a loose transition state resulted in
rotationally cold CO and involved a roaming mechanism. Later
work on the photolysis of acetaldehyde42–44 showed that the
loose transition state route allowed a roaming mechanism that
resulted in CH4 and rotationally cold CO.
Work by the Klippenstein group45,46 showed that the same
type of roaming occurred in the thermal decomposition of
acetaldehyde at T 4 1000 K. CO has also been observed, along
with the methyl cation CH3+, during the photodissociation of
acetone using 193 nm and 254 nm light.47
Roaming mechanisms include pathways that bypass the
conventional saddlepoint transition state of a particular reaction42,43,45 and roaming dynamics are not restricted to small
molecules such as formaldehyde or to hydrogen atoms as the
roaming species.40 Whilst transition state theory is still robust,
it is becoming increasingly apparent that roaming mechanisms
may be more widespread that at first thought42,43 and represent a
significant challenge to the current paradigm. The definitions of
‘‘loose’’ or ‘‘tight’’ transition state can be very simply explained in
terms of the Eyring equation48 for the rate constant:
k = (kBT/h)exp(DSa/R)exp( DHa/RT)
a

(4)

where DS is the entropy change associated with the formation
of the transition state, and DHa the corresponding enthalpy

change or activation energy. The general form of the Arrhenius
equation is:
k = Aexp( Eac/RT)

(5)

where A is the pre-exponential factor and Eac is the activation
energy: comparing eqn (4) and (5) shows that A = (kBT/h)
exp(DSa/R) and Eac = DHa. In a loose transition state, there
are more degrees of freedom than in the reactants or, in other
words, the transition state provides more energy levels that can
be occupied at the specified temperature, corresponding to a
positive DSa. Conversely, a negative DSa corresponds to a tight
transition state where the rotation, vibration and or translational modes are more restricted. Where DSa = 0, A = kBT/h.
In a previous paper10 we reported the formation of methane
and cold CO in a gas phase process from IPA in a non-thermal
plasma above Macor, a ceramic containing primarily oxides
of Al, Mg and Si, and postulated a roaming mechanism. It may
thus be the case that the current work is an example of an
analogous thermal process also involving acetaldehyde as the
key intermediate, this time taking place at the surface of the
CeO2. Further work is required to investigate this postulate.
Fig. 5(d) shows plots of the 2125 cm 1 band due to Ce3+
sites. It is clear that reduction of the Ce4+ takes place both in
the presence and absence of IPA, but is significantly enhanced
under the latter conditions.
Fig. S4(a–d) (ESI†) show the plots in Fig. 4(a–d) normalised
to their maximum values and plotted according to sample
in order to interrogate any relationships between the various
species. However, there are no obvious relationships between
the various species produced during the oxidation of IPA apart
from the fact that CO2 is produced as acetone is consumed, as
may be expected. The Ce3+ 2F5/2 - 2F7/2 electronic transition
may show a relationship to the acetone feature in Fig. S4(c and d)
(ESI†), but this is less clear in Fig. S4(a and b) (ESI†): and such a
relationship seems unlikely in view of the fact that the 2125 cm 1

Fig. 5 FTIR spectra (4 cm 1 resolution, 100 co-added and averaged
scans, 100 s per scanset) obtained using the plasma reflectance cell and
collected during an experiment in which IPA + N2 was passed through the
plasma reflectance cell at a total flow rate of 30 cm3 min 1 and input
power of 16 W. The reference spectrum was collected under the same
conditions but without plasma.

feature is also seen during the heating of sample A in N2 albeit
at a much lower intensity, see Fig. 4(d).
3.2

The plasma experiments

Now that the behaviour of IPA on ceria in the thermal environment has been characterised we can turn now to the equivalent
non-thermal plasma environment for comparison.
Fig. 5 shows spectra collected using the plasma reflectance
cell with a gas feed of IPA + N2 at a total flow rate of 30 cm3 min 1
and 16 W input power (Specific Input Energy of 32 kJ dm3). The
reference spectrum was collected under the same conditions, but
without plasma. Only the spectral region up to 2000 cm 1 is
shown for clarity due to markedly sloping baselines above this
frequency. It was therefore not possible to confirm whether CH4,
HCN or ‘cold’ CO were produced as in the equivalent plasma
experiments using Macor. Fig. S5(a) (ESI†) compares the spectrum collected after 8 minutes in Fig. 5 to that collected in an
analogous experiment using Macor after the same time and
under the same experimental conditions.10 Fig. S5(b) (ESI†)
shows the result of subtracting the spectrum collected after
8 minutes in Fig. 5 from that taken after 20 minutes, and the
analogous spectrum from the experiment employing Macor.
On the basis of our previous work10 the various bands in the
spectra in Fig. 5 and Fig. S5(a, b) (ESI†) may be attributed to
at least two species: a polymethylacetylene-like polymer containing moieties including: CH3, CQO, CQC and O–H groups
formed via a cascade of aldol/pinacol/dehydration reactions
initiated via the formation of acetone, and isophorone, produced
via the aldol condensation of acetone. There are also as yet
unidentified products, as discussed in the previous work.
The strong, signature bands of the polymer and isophorone
shift in frequency depending upon the exact experimental
conditions (as may be seen from Fig. 6): for clarity and to aid
comparison with the earlier work,10 these will be referred to
as the 1750 cm 1 and 1666 cm 1 features, respectively. Using
these bands as representative of the two species, it can be seen
from Fig. S5(a and b) (ESI†) that the relative amounts of the two
primary products change with operational time: thus isophorone is the predominant product up to 8 minutes with both

Fig. 6 The plasma spectra in Fig. 5 collected after 4, 8, 20 and 40 minutes.
The spectra were enhanced by the factors shown in the legend to facilitate
comparison.

Macor and CeO2, but with more polymer at Macor than CeO2.
Between 8 and 20 minutes, the amount of polymer produced
increases relative to the isophorone at both catalysts, but again
with more polymer at Macor than CeO2.
It should be noted that, in a previous paper8 no conversion
of IPA was observed at SnO2 in the plasma reflectance cell, even
at the higher input power of 20 W. The diﬀerence between the
data obtained with SnO2 on the one hand, and Macor and CeO2
on the other is a key observation, as it shows that the solid
surface is critical to the chemistry observed in the plasma. In
other words, the formation of polymer and isophorone must
require access to the catalyst surfaces: however, after the experiment in Fig. 5 was completed, the CeO2 surface was completely
covered with the brown oil containing isophorone and the
polymer. This was also generally observed after 20 minute
experiments using Macor as well as CeO2: thus Fig. 6 shows
the spectra collected after 4, 8, 20 and 40 minutes in Fig. 5, the
spectra were all oﬀset to zero at ca. 1600 cm 1 and scaled such
that the intensities of the bands near 1666 cm 1 were the same
(the scaling factors are shown on the figure) to allow for
comparison. Fig. 7 shows plots of the two signature features
as a function of time normalised to their maximum values, and
Fig. S6 (ESI†) the raw data. It is clear from Fig. 7 and Fig. S6
(ESI†) that the production of both the polymer and isophorone
continue throughout the experiment, the former steadily whilst
the rate of the production of the latter decreases relative to the
polymer after ca. 10 minutes, suggesting that the increasing
coverage by the liquid film does not prevent the formation
of these products. From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the band
maxima of the ca. 1750 and 1666 cm 1 features move steadily
towards higher frequencies with processing time; however, a
comparison with Fig. 5 suggests that the isophorone peak does
not shift but rather a peak grows alongside to higher frequency.
With respect to the polymer band, the frequency of this feature
is 1744 cm 1 after 4 minutes, increasing to ca. 1763 cm 1 after
40 minutes: the broad band centred near 1215 cm 1 and the
1744 cm 1 feature suggest the formation of acetone10 at least
in the early stages of the experiment, in agreement with the
proposed mechanism. The acetone feature is then obscured by
the polymer band which grows in and moves to higher frequency

Fig. 7 Plots of the reflectances at the peak maxima of the 1750 and
1666 cm 1 bands in Fig. 5 as a function of time. The absorbances were
normalised to their maximum values.

Table 3

The principal features observed in the spectra in Fig. 5 and 6

Polymer/cm

1

Isophorone/cm

2936
2876
1740–1765

1

2936
2876
1666
1630 (sh)

1536
1519
1457
1432
1385

1430
1378
1373
1215

as the conjugation(s) of the polymer molecule(s) comprising
it change(s).10
By comparing the relative intensities of the various features
in Fig. 6 and their time dependences, it is possible to add to the
assignments of the various bands to isophorone or the polymer
orginally proposed in our previous paper,10 and a summary is
presented in Table 3.
Both Rodrigues et al.17 and Jia and Rousseau19 have studied
the CeO2/plasma interface. Jia and Rousseau pre-adsorbed IPA
and then flushed with dry air during plasma treatment: the
authors incorrectly attributed peaks at 1159 and 1125 cm 1 to
dissociatively and non-dissociatively adsorbed IPA. In fact,
these bands form, along with a third at 1110 cm 1 (which
was also present in the spectra but not discussed) a signature
triplet characteristic of liquid-phase IPA,10 i.e. IPA that has
condensed on the windows and/or catalyst surface. The authors
reported that IPA adsorbed and reacted at room temperature on
the CeO2 to form acetone, and more acetone was produced
during the plasma treatment of the adsorbed species as well as
adsorbed acetate.
Jia and Rousseau employed a gas feed of air and IPA at
ca. 500 cm3 min 1 and observed the formation of physisorbed
and dissociatively-adsorbed IPA which were converted to acetone
and mesityl oxide in the plasma. Neither group reported seeing a
polymeric product or isophorone, but this is not surprising as
the SIEs employed were 3–4 orders of magnitude lower than
those employed by us (i.e. 4–50 J dm 3).
It is clear that, whilst the presence of adsorbed carbonates/
bicarbonates inhibits the thermal reaction of IPA at CeO2, the
plasma-driven process is not inhibited at all: for example, there
are no additional features in Fig. S5(a and b) (ESI†) that can
be attributed to adsorbed carbonates. Table 4 column (1) summarises the results of this work. Both the thermally- and
plasma-driven processes generate acetone, and both do so

Table 4

Thermal
Plasma

catalysed by the CeO2. The surface of polycrystalline CeO2
comprises isolated OH groups, hydrogen bonded OH and
various forms of adsorbed carbonate COx (bicarbonate, monodentate, bridge, bidentate etc.). One of the latter species is
physisorbed CO2, associated with several diﬀerent surface sites.
Interestingly, physisorbed CO2 was observed even up to 600 1C,
most probably due to its location in voids associated with Ce3+
species and their attendant oxygen vacancies. The behaviour
of the adsorbed COx species as a function of temperature is
complex and includes the interconversion of adsorbed species
and desorption of CO2. In contrast to the experiments using
Macor, IPA adsorbs and reacts at CeO2 on heating; under these
conditions, the presence of the adsorbed carbonaceous species
directly influenced the nature of the adsorbed IPA, with physisorbed IPA observed on samples with higher amounts of COx
and alkoxide on samples that had been pretreated to reduce the
coverage of species resulting from CO2 adsorbed. The presence
of such species also inhibited the oxidation of IPA to acetone
and further to CO2, with this process taking place at T 4 200 1C
on pretreated CeO2 and 4 300 1C at samples having significant
coverage by COx. On the pretreated samples, CO2 was produced
from oxidation of acetone but was not observed at samples with
high coverage by COx. The spectra obtained at T 4 400 1C in the
thermal experiments suggested the presence of a roaming
mechanism at the CeO2 surface possibly associated with the
Ce3+ sites, resulting in CH4 and cold CO. This appears to be a
unique observation and supports suggestions in the literature
that such mechanisms that avoid the conventional transition
state may be more ubiquitous than formally believed. In order to
observe the polymerisation reactions in the thermal case then it
would be necessary to go to higher temperatures (4800 1C) than
were attainable in these experiments.
Table 4, columns (2) and (3) summarise the equivalent
thermal and non-thermal plasma reactions of IPA on Macor10
and tin oxide surfaces8 from our previous work. In the experiments exploring the non-thermal plasma driven conversion of
IPA at CeO2, the liquid products observed were essentially the
same as those seen using Macor, i.e. a polymethyl acetylene-like
polymer and isophorone, diﬀering only in the relative amounts
of these species produced. The more limited FTIR data above
2000 cm 1 in this work did not allow any conclusion to be
drawn regarding the presence of ‘cold’ CO and HCN in the case
of CeO2 as was observed for non-thermal plasma with a Macor
substrate. For SnO2 there was no reaction of IPA in the plasma.
In the thermal case, CeO2 and SnO2 both produced acetone and
CO2 but at the temperatures studied did not produce any
polymerisation reactions of the IPA oxidised product species.
However, IPA did not react at all on the Macor substrate.

Summary of reactions of IPA in nitrogen on ceria, Macor and tin oxide surfaces

(1) CeO2 (this work)

(2) Macor10

(3) SnO28

Inhibited by surface carbonates 4 200 1C: acetone,
4400 1C: CO2, CH4, Ce3+, ‘cold’ CO
Acetone, isophorone, polymethyl acetylene-like polymer

No reaction

Acetone, CO2

CH4, HCN, acetone, ‘cold’ CO, acetaldehyde,
isophorone, polymethylacetylene-like polymer

No reaction

For the plasma reactions, the diﬀering conductivities of the
substrates will play a role in the electron energies attainable
and will thus influence the chemistry. For CeO2, the electric
field may also play a role in the Ce4+/Ce3+ equilibrium and thus
the oxidising capability of the substrate.
Future work will explore the charge transfer bands in CeO2
charge transfer bands around 17 000 cm 1 which could give an
indication of the degree of surface reduction during the progress of the reaction.23,37 Further work on the sensitivity of the
plasma FTIR measurements is required to confirm whether
‘cold’ CO is present alongside CH4 and HCN in an analogous
way to the plasma reaction of IPA at Macor.
Unfortunately, the sensitivity of the experiments described
here was insuﬃcient. Time-resolved FTIR for IR measurements
during the plasma voltage cycle would also be useful to resolve
some of the mechanistic uncertainties on shorter time scales
such as the formation of ‘cold’ CO.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, this work has shown that there are large diﬀerences observed in the reaction of isopropyl alcohol in nitrogen
on CeO2 for both the thermally activated case and the nonthermal plasma activated case. In the former, reaction was
limited at low temperatures due to the number of surface sites
blocked by carbonates and bicarbonates but as the temperature
increases acetone and carbon dioxide were produced alongside
‘cold’ carbon monoxide which appears to be formed by an usual
roaming mechanism. Further work is required to confirm this.
On the other hand, the non-thermal plasma reaction was not
inhibited by the carbonates and bicarbonates and produced
acetone/CO2 which went on to polymerise to isophorone and
polymethylacetylene – like polymer at a relatively low temperature in the same manner as for the equivalent reaction at
Macor. However, the production of ‘cold’ carbon monoxide
could not be verified in the plasma case due to lower sensitivity
of the FTIR in the relevant region. These interesting observations confirm that the possibilities opened up by plasma
catalysis can lead to new products and/or similar products at
lower than expected temperatures. Taking advantage of this will
require detailed knowledge of the different chemical mechanisms in the plasma–catalyst systems and indeed will require
the development of new catalysts specifically for plasma catalysis reactions.
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